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ABSTRACT
Automatic keyword extraction is an important subfield of information extraction process. It is a difficult task, where numerous different techniques and resources have been proposed. In this paper,
we propose a generic approach to extract keyword from documents
using encyclopedic knowledge. Our two-step approach first relies
on a classification step for identifying candidate keywords followed
by a learning-to-rank method depending on a user-defined keyword
profile to order the candidates. The novelty of our approach relies
on i) the usage of the keyword profile ii) generic features derived
from Wikipedia categories and not necessarily related to the document content. We evaluate our system on keyword datasets and
corpora from standard evaluation campaign and show that our system improves the global process of keyword extraction.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Small sets of keywords are commonly used as a way to summarize
the content of a document. Since identifying keywords for a document requires domain knowledge, it is in some cases mandatory
that the writers provide a set of keywords together with their documents. For instance, technical book writers or researchers must
submit a set of keywords together with their publication. The task
of assigning keywords is also useful in other domains where the
writers usually do not provide them (e.g in emails or web pages
documents). To tackle this issue, various methods have been proposed to automatically extract a set of keywords based on a document. In this paper, we propose an automatic keyword extraction method dedicated to the identification of similar documents
in a collection. This work have been conducted in the context of
a global system for email categorization. This system proceed in
three steps : i) extraction of keywords in a given document; ii)
expansion of the initial set of keywords by finding related terms;
iii) use of the keyword expansions to search for related documents.
This paper focuses only on the first step, keyword extraction.
To extract the appropriate keywords from a document, we first
adopt a classical machine learning-based approach. We improve it
with features based on general knowledge derived from Wikipedia.
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Wikipedia categories have a large coverage of different domains,
which makes it interesting for extracting keywords on large data
set. Our idea is to use semantic information provided by Wikipedia
categories to improve keywords identification. Once candidate keywords have been extracted, they are ranked according to a learningto-rank approach. The ranking step is based on a user-defined keyword profile that specifies the user preferences in terms of domain
knowledge. This profile improves the accuracy of extracted keywords.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we present various
approaches related to keyword extraction. We then describe the
proposed method for candidate keyword extraction in Section 3.1
and the ranking method in Section 3.2. Our approach is tested on
different test samples and the results obtained are presented and
commented in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.

2.

RELATED WORK

An accurate set of keywords can be used in a wide range of information extraction tasks such as document indexing and retrieval,
categorization, or filtering [1]. Numerous algorithms have been
proposed for extraction of keywords and experimented with different types of documents. Textual documents (news articles, scientific publications, web pages) can be categorized with keywords
in a classification process [2, 3], or exploited in a more complex
application, like content-based advertising [4, 5, 6]. Two main approaches can be distinguished for keyword extraction: centered on
the document content or driven according to external knowledge.

2.1

Document centric keyword extraction

Machine learning-based methods are the most used in documentcentric keyword extraction. They consider keyword extraction as
a classification problem where a model is utilized to determine
whether a term (or an n-gram) is a valid keyword [7, 8, 9, 10].
Frequency-based is another approach which goal is to index terms
in a document or a corpus according to a measure of their weights
or frequencies. Frequency-based methods are unsupervised approaches that mainly rely on the frequency distribution of the terms
in a single document [11, 12]. These are domain-independent methods, that do not take into account the structure of the document. For
example, in the KEA system (Keyphrase Extraction Algorithm)[7],
candidate keywords are generated as a set of n-grams derived from
the document according to their delimiters, like punctuation marks
and then classified by a Naive Bayes model. Features used are
TF-IDF weight and position of the first occurrence of the candidate in the document. Various different document-centered features
have been suggested; they use patterns of part-of-speech tags [9],

spread (distance between the first and the last occurrence) [13], position of the candidate in different parts of the document, etc. Other
approaches have tackled the problem as a sequence labeling task.
Zhang [10] proposed to use a CRF for extracting keywords from a
document, where the CRF model is used to identify the boundaries
of the candidate keywords.

2.2

Keyword extraction using external knowledge

Another family of keyword extraction systems exploits knowledge
from an external source to improve the process. Maui [13] relies
on semantic knowledge from Wikipedia. Semantic information is
used to derive several Wikipedia-based features during candidate
keyword identification: i) Wikipedia keyphraseness: likelihood of
a term being a link in Wikipedia; ii) semantic relatedness: semantic score derived from Wikipedia associated with each candidate
keyword1 ; iii) inverse Wikipedia linkage, which is the normalized
number of pages that link to a Wikipedia page. Another example
of approach based on Wikipedia is presented in [14]. A graph is
built by using the candidate keywords and the semantic relatedness
of these terms in Wikipedia. The idea is that most interesting keywords tend to concentrate into sub-graphs. To localize keywords,
a network analysis algorithm (Girvan-Newman) is applied to identify densely interconnected subgraphs and extract keywords from
them. More recently, [6] proposed different strategies that also
rely on Wikipedia data. The keywords are identified based on their
number of occurrences in Wikipedia titles and the categories associated with these titles. It is also interesting to note that in the
past years a shared task on keyword extraction has been proposed
in the SemEval evaluation [15]. The results of that evaluation have
shown that systems that take into account information from external sources achieve better performance than others.

associated with these terms that are extracted automatically from
Wikipedia. Figure 1 gives an overview of our approach.

3.1

Method for candidate keyword extraction

The candidate keyword extraction process is conducted in two steps:
first we generate candidate keywords based on the n-grams contained in a document, then a classifier is applied to each candidate
keyword to decide whether it is actually a keyword.

3.1.1

Selection of the candidate keywords

The following rules are used to discard word-sequence that cannot
be considered as keywords:
• Split the document according to punctuation marks and stop
words;
• generate all n-grams between two stop-words;
• remove candidates containing special characters (non-alphabetic symbols);
• remove candidates having less than l characters;
• remove candidates having more than t tokens;
• remove candidates having more than h hyphens;
• remove candidates having more than d digits2 ;
• remove candidates starting/ending with an adjective or an adverb;
• remove candidates having a token that belongs to a black list;
• remove candidates having duplicate tokens;
• validate the candidate keyword against a list of accepted POS
tag patterns.

Figure 1: Overview of our keyword extraction approach
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DESCRIPTION OF OUR METHOD FOR
KEYWORD EXTRACTION

In this paper, we present a generic approach, using machine learning methods. Our system first extracts candidate keywords from a
document and computes a set of features from these candidates in
order to evaluate their likelihood of being relevant keywords. Then
the resulting set is ordered according to a confidence score that represents the relevancy of each keyword. For both tasks, semantic
information from Wikipedia is involved: i) we use the Wikipedia
categories and their instances for generating features for candidate
keyword extraction; ii) we compute a ranking score for the candidate keywords founded on a keyword profile. In short, the keyword profile is a set of terms (provided by a user) and categories
1
This feature is calculated by linking each candidate keyword to
a Wikipedia article, then comparing – by means of a Wikipediabased semantic measure a given candidate keyword to all the other
candidates. The final value corresponds to the total of all the pairwise comparisons.

3.1.2

Features for candidate keywords extraction

The feature set includes features that have proven to be efficient in
previous work as well as features extracted from external sources.
Two external sources are used: Wikipedia categories and a large
corpus, described in Section 4. The external corpus approximates
frequency information that we would obtain by querying an online
search engine. The features used by the classifier are defined as
follows:
d – a document in the corpus,
t – a candidate keyword in d,
|t| – number of tokens in t,
w – a word in d,
f (t, d) – number of occurrences of t in d,
|D| – number of documents in the corpus,
|K| – number of documents in the external domain independent
corpus,
df (t, D) – number of documents in D where t is mentioned (|{d ∈
D, t ∈ d}|),
2

l = 3 characters, t = 8 tokens, h = 3 hyphens, d = 1 digit.

len(t) – function that returns the number of characters in t,

keyword (wikiCategories(t)). Details on the keyword profile are
provided in Section 3.2.1.

f irstLine – first line of the document d,

lef tIndex(t, d) – offset of the first occurrence of t in d starting
from the last character,

To compute the values of Wikipedia derived features, we relied
on the DBpedia Lookup Service 3 . DBpedia lookup Service is an
index that allows to search for DBpedia URIs using a keyword4 .
In practice the function wikiCategories(t) queries the DBpedia
Lookup Services and considers all the categories for the top-5 results returned by the service.

wikiCategories(t) – function that searches for the Wikipedia categories that are associated with candidate keyword t.

3.2

rightIndex(t, d) – offset of the first occurrence of t in d starting
from the first character,

Frequency-based features
TF: Term frequency in the document.
TF-IDF: TF-IDF weight in the corpus, computed using the formu(t,d)
las tf (t, d) = max{ff(w,d):w∈d}
and idf (t, D) = log df |D|
.
(t,D)
Ext. TF-IDF: Average TF-IDF weight computed using the top 5
documents returned by an indexed version of the external corpus.
Note that this features only considers the title part of the external
document and not its full content.
GDC: The Generalized Dice Coefficient [16] is a score that relies on lexical cohesion for estimating if an n-gram is a suitable
keyword, it is calculated for a given document using gdc(t, d) =
|t|log
P 10 (f (t,d))f (t,d) .
f (wi ,d)
wi ∈t

Word-based features
Length: Number of characters in the candidate keyword, len(t).
Nb. Tokens: Number of tokens in the candidate keyword, |t|.
First word suffix: Boolean feature that is set to true when the three
last characters of the first word in the candidate keyword belong to
a closed list of values.
Last word suffix: Boolean feature that is set to true when the three
last characters of the last word in the candidate keyword belong to
a closed list of values.
Contains digit: Boolean feature that is set to true when the candidate contains a number.
First line overlap: Overlap score between the candidate keyword
and the first line of the document,
2∗|f irstLine∩t|
overlap(f irstLine, t) = len(f
.
irstLine)+len(t)
Position-based features
First occurrence: Normalized position of the first occurrence of the
candidate in the document, f0 (t, d) = rightIndex(t,d)
.
len(d)
Last occurrence: Normalized position of the last occurrence of the
candidate in the document, l0 (t, d) = lef tIndex(t,d)
.
len(d)
Depth: Depth of the candidate keyword in the document,
0 (t,d)
.
depth(t, d) = 1 − flen(d)
Span: Span of the candidate keyword in the document,
0 (t,d)
span(t, d) = l0 (t,d)−f
.
len(d)
Wikipedia-based features
Nb. Wikipedia resources: Number of Wikipedia resources found
for the candidate keyword. In our case we only consider the top-5
most relevant resources, therefore this number is between [0-5].
Nb. Wikipedia categories: Total number of categories associated
with a candidate keyword |wikiCategories(t)|
Number of categories in the keyword profile: The keyword profile
contains information on the Wikipedia categories that have been selected by a user. This feature counts the number of categories in the
user profile that are also in the categories linked with a candidate

Method for keyword ranking

The application of the classifier described in the previous section
results in a set of candidate keywords that must be ranked according to their prominence in the document. Various methods have
been proposed for this purpose. The most basic ones consist in: i)
sorting the candidates according to the confidence score returned
by the keyword classifier; ii) sorting the candidates according to
their order of appearance in the document.
Other methods rely on ranking function [16], or semantic similarity
measure such as [17]. Precisely, they compute a Google similarity
distance between all distinct pairs of candidate keywords, then order the pairs in ascending order of their similarity scores. Finally
the pairs having the lowest similarity score are ranked first. More
recently [6] proposed to rank keywords by computing their TF-IDF
score based on the titles of the articles in Wikipedia. In this article
we propose to rank keywords using a learning-to-rank algorithm
that uses features extracted from a user defined keyword profile.
We will now introduce the purpose of the keyword profile and then
present the features used for training the ranking model.

3.2.1

Keyword profile

The purpose of this profile is to augment an initial set of terms provided by a user, for a given domain, with the knowledge contained
in the Wikipedia categories. Our idea is to find other terms in that
same domain by exploiting the information provided by the categories.
The profile construction procedure is as follows: i) the keyword
profile is initially set to a list of terms, provided by the user, that
somehow represents the domain knowledge the user wants to favor
for the candidate keyword selection; ii) we retrieve the categories
associated with each term in the list (as described in the function
wikiCategories defined in Section 3.1) and add them to the keyword profile; iii) we remove from the profile all categories which
number of occurrences is lower than a threshold k (k = 3) and
iv) for each remaining category we retrieve all the labels of the
Wikipedia entries that are associated with this category and add
them to the profile. Thus, the resulting keyword profile is the union
of Pcat , the set of all categories found in Wikipedia, and Pinst ,
which is the set of instance labels found in the last step of the process.
For each candidate keyword, we define a profile overlap score (prof ileOverlap) based on its similarity with the categories in the profile (catSim) and its similarity with the labels of the Wikipedia
entries that correspond to instances of these categories (instSim).
3

http://wiki.dbpedia.org/lookup/
A detailed example of the service output can be seen
at http://lookup.dbpedia.org/api/search.asmx/
KeywordSearch?QueryString=un.
4

These scores are computed as below:
catSim(t)

=

instSim(t)

=

prof ileOverlap(t)

=

|Pcat ∩ tcat |
min{len(Pcat ), len(tcat )}
|Pinst ∩ tinst |
min{len(Pinst ), len(tinst )}

(1)
(2)

α ∗ catSim + (1 − α) ∗ instSim (3)

where tcat is the set of categories found for a candidate keyword,
that is tcat = wikiCategories(t), and tinst is the set of all labels
of the Wikipedia entries that are associated with the categories in
tcat . Finally α is a weighting factor arbitrarily set to 0.75 to give
more importance to the category overlap score.

3.2.2

Keyword ranking model

Among previous studies using learning-to-rank methods, [18] is
comparable to this work. We replaced the SVM by a PassiveAggressive Perceptron trained with Combined Regression and Ranking method [19]. This method alternates between pairwise rankbased steps and standard stochastic gradient steps on single examples. The implementation is available at: http://code.
google.com/p/sofia-ml/. Note that we did not used any
parameter tuning for the ranking model.
To rank the candidate keywords, we added new classification features to those previously presented for the keyword identification
step:
Keyword identification derived features:
TF; TF-IDF; SPAN; DEPTH; First occurrence; Last occurrence;
Nb. Tokens; Length; First line overlap.
Additional ranking features:
Profile overlap score: Score obtained by comparing the keyword
with the keyword profile (c.f Section 3.2.1).
Nb. categories in profile: Number of Wikipedia categories associated with the keyword that are also in the keyword-profile.
Ext. NDF: Normalized document frequency in the external corpus,
(t,K)
.
ndf (t, K) = df |K|
Index feedback: This feature aims at including a ranking information, provided by a search engine, for a given candidate keyword t
and a document d. In details, we indexed the corpus with a search
engine5 and then we queried the search engine to obtain a weighted
list of documents docList that contain this candidate. Finally we
consider as value for the feature the rank of d in docList. In practice the size of docList is limited to 15 results.
For training the ranking model we used a ranking system based on
four rankings as decribed below:
• 3: is associated with candidate keywords that have been selected as keyword by humans annotators;
• 2: is associated with candidate keywords that have not been
selected by humans but belong to a Wikipedia category;
• 1: is associated with candidate keywords that have not been
selected by humans but belong to an instance of a Wikipedia
category;
• 0: for all other candidate keywords.
5

We used Lucene.

The outcome of the ranking model on the test data consists of a
list of weights computed by the model for all the entries in the test
data. In our case this list is sorted in decreasing order to match with
the ranking scale we have previously defined. In that way, the best
candidate keywords should obtain the highest weights.

4.

EVALUATION

Our evaluation had two objectives: verify the pertinence of the features that we propose for the keyword classification (Section 4.2)
and measure how accurate is our extraction approach while using
different corpora (Section 4.3).

4.1

Resources

Our experiments were based on the training data provided by the
SemEval keyword dataset [15]. The dataset is composed of 284
scientific articles that have been annotated by both authors and
readers. In total 2070 keywords were provided for training and
1443 keywords for testing. Note that only the stemmed keywords
are provided for testing. In addition to this benchmark we conducted experiments on the Wiki20 corpus introduced in [20], which
is composed of 20 computer science articles annotated by 15 teams
of students.
As external corpus, we employed the TAC-KBP 2012 English corpus6 . The corpus contains 3,8 million documents and is mainly
composed of news articles (' 60%) and web documents (' 40%).
For constructing the keyword-profile, we used an initial set of keywords derived from Microsoft Academic Search engine: the search
engine provides a list of top keywords in terms of number of publications and number of citations. Different filters can be applied
to refine the domains and sub-domains of interest. In this study we
automatically extracted the top 1000 keywords for all the 15 domains available. We removed duplicates and applied the procedure
presented in Section 3.2.1 for constructing the keyword profile. In
total, the profile is composed of 500 categories and 57281 labels of
Wikipedia entries.
For POS-tagging of candidate keywords we employed the Stanford
Core-NLP toolkit7 . We relied on the implementation of learning algorithms in Weka8 for testing various models for training our keyword classifier.

4.2

Keyword extraction

As documents used for experimentation are scientific articles, representative keywords are generally at the beginning of the documents which influences the evaluation process. To adapt our approach to this specificity, we discarded the acknowledgment and
reference sections. Then we applied the candidate keyword generation procedure described in Section 3.1 to train the keyword classifier.
For constructing the training data we relied on the training data provided by the SemEval corpus: our set of positive examples is composed of all the keywords identified by the human annotators in the
training data (in total 1288 keywords). For the set of negative examples, we considered all candidate keywords generated from the
all the training documents and removed all the candidate keywords
6

http://www.nist.gov/tac/2012/KBP/data.html
http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.
shtml
8
http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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Table 1: Evaluation of the keyword classifier
Algorithm
Frequency-based features
Meta bagging
Decision trees
Naive Bayes
+ Word-based features
Meta bagging
Decision trees
Naive Bayes
+ Position-based features
Meta bagging
Decision trees
Naive Bayes
+ Wikipedia-based features (all)
Meta bagging
Decision trees
Naive Bayes

R. (%)

P. (%)

F. (%)

57.9
56.7
42.5

75.2
75.4
85.0

65.4
65.3
56.7

71.4
68.5
50.4

76.8
78.9
82.9

74.0
73.3
62.7

76.3
75.4
58.9

80.1
78.2
82.2

78.2
76.8
68.7

77.3
76.2
59.7

80.0
78.1
81.9

78.6
77.1
69.1

Table 2: Global evaluation of the keyword extraction using SemEval data

Approach
RAKE baseline
Extractor_No_Profile
Extractor_Profile

Training data
R. (%) P. (%) F. (%)
11.9
11.6
11.8
21.0
23.7
22.2
21.4
24.0
22.7

Testing data
R. (%) P. (%)
10.6
10.7
15.5
22.3
18.0
20.8

F. (%)
10.7
18.3
19.3

Table 3: Global evaluation of the keyword extraction using
Wiki20 data
Approach
RAKE baseline
Extractor_Profile

R. (%)
10.2
17.8

P. (%)
2.9
8.6

F. (%)
4.5
11.6

already in the positive set. As the number of negative examples is
very high compared with the number of positive examples we randomly selected a subset of negative examples composed of 2576
candidate keywords (twice the number of positive examples). Concerning the tuning of the parameters, we used the default values
provided by the Weka toolkit.

cording to their order of appearance in the document. We report in
Table 2 the results for all three approaches using SemEval training
and testing data and in Table 3, their results on the Wiki20 corpus.
In both tables the results are reported in terms of recall (R.), precision (P.) and F-score (F.). Note that the results on SemEval are
based on the top-15 keywords returned by each approach.

We report in Table 1 the results obtained with three algorithms and
different feature sets. Note that the results were obtained using
5-fold cross validation and are reported in terms of recall (R.), precision (P.) and F-score (F.).

Table 2 shows that our keyword classifier outperforms the baseline
on both training and testing sets. By comparing the baseline and
our Extractor_No_Profile method we observe an improvement of
+10.4% in terms of F-score on the training data and +7.6% on the
testing data. The results also show that our approach is more sensitive than the baseline while moving from training data to testing
data. On average the discrepancy is 3.6% in terms of F-score for
both Extractor_No_Profile and Extractor_Profile methods. Concerning the keyword profile, the results demonstrate that it has a
positive impact on the training data (+0.5% F-score) that is also
confirmed on the testing data (+1.01% F-score). From a global
point of view our results are lower than those of the top participant
at the evaluation: [16] reported 27.5% F-score for the top 15 keywords. Compared with their approach, our method does not consider features on the structure of the document (in terms of abstract,
introduction, etc.) that are quite important when dealing with scientific articles. Since our goal is to apply our method in various
contexts, we experimented features that are generic and applicable
on many different documents.

Table 1 shows that the best results are obtained using Meta bagging [21] algorithm across all the different feature sets. Also, the
results show that we can achieve limited performance simply by using the frequency-based feature, around 65% using decision trees
and Meta bagging. Among the different features, the word-based
group has the highest impact: results are improved by 8% using
Meta bagging and Decision trees. The results demonstrate that the
Wikipedia-based features have a positive impact on the results (for
all algorithms). Compared with considering only the frequencybased features, we observe that the F-score increases by an average
of +12.4%. Following these results we selected the Meta bagging
algorithm for the next processing steps.

4.3

Overall evaluation

In this section, we focus on the extrinsic evaluation of our approach.
Precisely, we want to measure how good the keyword classifier and
the ranking model perform when combined together. We are also
interested in evaluating the impact of the keyword profile on the
process. In this context we proposed as baseline a frequency-based
approach founded on RAKE algorithm [12]: the RAKE baseline
relies on a set of stop-words and word delimiters to split the document content and identify potential keywords. A score is then
attributed to each candidate keyword depending on the frequency
of its member words. In addition to the baseline, we provide the
results of our approach i) without considering information from the
keyword profile (Extractor_No_Profile) ii) and considering these
information (Extractor_Profile).

Table 3 shows the result of the RAKE baseline compared with the
keyword classifier. We can observe that our approach outperforms
the baseline (+7.1%). However, the F-score, compared to the results obtained on the SemEval dataset, is lower. This can be attributed to a loss of precision. It is important to notice that the
keywords have been annotated with 15 teams, which made it difficult to reach high inter-annotator agreement: [20] underlined that
the consistency among the different teams is low compared with
professional indexers. Unfortunately [20] do not report results in
terms of precision and recall, as their main interest is not keyword
extraction.

Note that we applied the filters presented in Section 3.1 on the candidate keywords generated by the RAKE baseline. The ranking
procedure used in the baseline simply returns the candidates ac-

In this paper, we presented an approach for automatic keyword extraction based on machine learning methods. We integrated information from multiple sources to enhance the keyword extraction

5.

CONCLUSIONS

process. We suggested to use Wikipedia-based features to improve
the classification process of candidate keywords. We experimented
the use of several features that can bring a small improvement in a
keyword identification task.
In addition we proposed to use a keyword profile based on Wikipedia
categories.A user could use such profile to integrate information
on the domain knowledge that he wants to emphasize during both
candidate keyword extraction and ranking process. Experiments
have shown that the keyword profile is relevant, as a positive impact was observed during the global keyword extraction evaluation.
Precisely, we tested our approach on the SemEval corpus and the
Wiki20 corpus that are both composed of scientific articles. We
compared our approach to a document-centered baseline and saw
that it outperforms the baseline on both corpus.
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